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1032mm (40.6")

Module 750mm(29.5") 

Shelf depth 250mm (9.85")

RATIO

Ratio e While it is a 
sleek and versatile piece on it's own, the design is a wonderful fit with the INFORM desk system, 
Ratio Shelving, and the Labyrinth and Wow display pieces.  
or . 

HEIGHTS
3      

100mm-3.9" : 
1,328mm 52.3"
1,612mm 63.5"
Special heights are available upon request

WIDTHS
standard 

a  of 750mm (29.5"), and a 
shelf depth of 250mm (9.8") 
Shelf widths of 900mm (35.4") and Shelf 
depths of 300mm (11.8") are available as a 
special request.

steel or plastic laminate 
shelves. 
A  

 
 

Ratio plastic 
laminate or wood veneer.           
Ratio Square comes as a complete square shelving unit 

 

1,328mm H unit (52.3") 1,612mm H unit (63.5")
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(1) We do not recommend fine-structured surfaces for shelf boards as the books will slip easily!

The coloration of the metal parts is made by a highly abrasion-proof 
and environmental-friendly baking powder-coating.
With reservation for colour deviations to original RAL register. 
Antibacterial equipping of surfaces upon request.

for metal coatings
Colours

Oyster white
RAL 1013

Traffic white
RAL 9016

Light grey
RAL 7035

Traffic yellow
RAL 1023

Flame red
RAL 3000

Gentian blue
RAL 5010

Pigeon blue
RAL 5014

Orange
RAL 2003

Green
NCS S1060-G40Y

Basalt grey
RAL 7012

White aluminium
9164

Jet black
RAL 9005

Anthracite grey
RAL 7016

Grey aluminium
 RAL 9007

RAL 5003 Sapphire blue 
Fine structure (1)

RAL 9011 Graphite black 
Fine structure (1)

DB 702 Iron mica light  
Fine structure (1)

DB 703 Iron mica dark  
Fine structure (1)

Other colours, fine structures and glimmer lacquerings
upon request.
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Oyster white
0796

Traffic white
0332

Light grey
0213

Beech decor
0230

Maple decor
0240

Cherry decor
0275

Wooden surfaces are either directly plastic-coated or covered with an HPL laminated plastic, depending on their application. 
Differences in colour underline the characteristics of solid wood surfaces and cannot be avoided. Solid wood changes its 
colours under the influence of light. Table and work surfaces with solid wood veneer have only limited abrasion resistance. 
We recommend our highly resistant plastic decors for these types of surfaces. We use environmental-friendly lacquers for 
our solid wood surfaces. 

Surfaces

Beech veneer
0401

Maple veneer
0385

Oak veneer
0402

Sunflower
0232

Flame red
0227

Orange
9762

Gentian blue
0223

Green
9763

Ice blue
0793

Basalt grey
0220

Night black
0212

Other surfaces and veneers upon request.

from solid wood veneer and plastic

Elm decor
0776    

similar to 
light oak

Grey-metallic
0314
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Olive decor
9714
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The Ratio Square Display is a versatile piece with many functions.  It can be used to store large 
amount of books while breaking the monotony of shelving in rows, or as a display, using a 
combination of both flat and sloping shelves. The top shelving on the Ratio Square allows for 
several usage options such as a work table, or display location.

RATIO SQUARE DISPLAY
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The RATIO SQUARE display is 

available in several variations. 

Choose between 2  heights 

rang-ing from 52 .3”H to 63 .5”H 
with 10” D, 30" W shelves. 12”D 

and/or 36”W shelves are available 
as a special order.
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